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MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD
Our dear members, welcome to our 1st
Newsletter of our second year! We had an
admirable number of new members join (and
renewal donations) since sending out the last
one, and we and the deer thank you so much for
your generosity and interest. We are happy to
report that there has been progress on several
issues we have been working on. Foremost is
the repair/replacement of the deer fence along
US-1. As we reported late last fall, deer began
to be killed along that stretch of highway in
much higher-than-expected numbers due to,
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we found, the increasing failure of the old
temporary repairs done by Florida Dept. of
Transportation (FDOT) (done at SOKD’s
urging) after hurricane Irma. Since then,
SOKD volunteers have been inspecting the
entire fence stretch on a weekly basis, and
repairing as best as possible any new breaches.

A Key deer doe and her tiny fawn protected by a patch
applied to the Irma-damaged US1 deer exclusion fence.

and understanding of a person “in higher
places” who worked to have FDOT approve a
temporary but thorough fence repair project
that will re-secure the falling-down sections of
fence, strengthen failing fence patches, and
hopefully keep the deer safe for another year or
so until the final fence replacement. Work
should commence in April, 2019!
SOKD volunteer Pillar Willumstad
installing a fence patch over a large hole

This helped bring the deer death toll there back
to near-zero. On several occasions, we also
managed to save 6 deer that became trapped on
the wrong side of the fence. Ultimately
though, the fence must be permanently
replaced, and we have continued to push on
FDOT to do this as soon as possible. One
problem is that the fence replacement job is
part of a much larger collection of highway
work that FDOT will ultimately award to some
large mainland contractor. And such an award
is nowhere in sight at this time. Recently,
however, we were lucky to attract the attention
SaveOurKeyDeer.org

We are also continuing our efforts to have
FDOT erect deer warning signs along US-1
between Little Torch and Sugarloaf Keys where
Key Deer live (and get hit by cars) but most
tourists and many
residents don’t even
know Key Deer exist
there. There is some
question raised by
studies done elsewhere
in the US and Europe
whether deer warning
signs have any significant effect on reducing
deer-vehicle collisions. We see the Keys case as
being quite different and much more needed for
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strict information purposes: motorists in a place
like Wisconsin are generally well aware that
there are deer around roadways all over the
state, and whether the deer signs make them
slow down or be more vigilant can be debated.
In the Key Deer case, on the other hand, a
motorist driving through Sugarloaf Key is most
likely not even aware of the danger of hitting a
deer.
SOKD is also starting a new project directed at
monitoring the availability of drinkable fresh
water to wildlife in the Key Deer habitat range.
Using research-grade salinity meters, a number

sources, and will even allow modeling of their
availability to wildlife in the future. Finally,
trail cameras will be placed at a few, very
carefully selected watering holes used by the
deer to document drinking activity. As the holes
become progressively more salty during the dry
season, the videos (and salinity measurements)
will document at what salinity levels the deer
stop using the water source. To our knowledge,
no direct evidence of the Key Deer’s true
salinity tolerance has been gathered since a few
visual observations done in the 1970s that have
never been scientifically duplicated.

SOKD board member Valerie Preziosi
testing water salinity level.

of SOKD volunteers will regularly (every two
weeks) measure salinity levels of natural and
enhanced water holes from No Name down to
Upper Sugarloaf Keys. Additionally, multiple
rain gauges strategically located on the different
Keys will be used to compile an area-specific
rainfall record. Together, the salinity and rain
data will be used to establish the effects of rain
volumes on the salinity of the various water
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SOKD board member Dr. Jan Svejkovsky testing
water salinity level.

Many of the field sampling locations are located
on private or county land, but a number of them
are within the Key Deer Refuge. SOKD was
recently informed that in order to sample those
sites we need to obtain a federal permit. (Who
would have thought dipping a cup into a puddle
requires a permit?) So SOKD submitted an
official project proposal to the Refuge and is
presently waiting for their decision.
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Here is an intriguing question: Could anything
good for Key Deer have come out of hurricane
Irma’s devastation? A great many deer lost their
lives, in many areas their important mangrove
food sources got severely cut or entirely wiped
out. So what’s the good news? The greatest deer
losses we know of were along the outer
peninsula of Long Beach Rd. in Big Pine Key
and the neighboring Newfound Harbor islands –
particularly Cooks, Big Munson and Little
Palm. These areas had up to 65% deer
mortality. Prior to the storm, however, these
areas were also known to have deer with
Johne’s disease – a deadly disease with no
known cure caused by Mycobacterium avium
subsp. paratuberculosis (MAP). First
discovered in Key Deer in 1996, the disease
appeared to stay confined to the Long Beach
and Islands area. One research study found
Little Palm Island to be especially infected, with
the resort’s fresh water pond containing MAP
both in the water and its sediments. SOKD had
several Long Beach deer tested for MAP in
2017 and two of them came back positive.
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A couple of weeks before Irma, SOKD reached
out to the owners of Little Palm Island Resort,
making them aware of the disease sources on
their island and offering to work together to
decontaminate the pond. Then Irma struck and
obliterated much of the area, including the pond.
As we reported in our 17 June, 2018 newsletter
(V1(3)), the known infected deer were never
seen again and likely died in the storm in their
weakened condition. It is possible other deer
carrying the disease also perished. Most
importantly, the extreme salt water storm surge
that swept over the entire peninsula and the
islands may have helped wash away and kill
MAP concentrations in the soil, which under
normal circumstances can survive for long
periods. We are happy to report that we
continue to have no observations of clinical
signs of MAP infection on any deer that
survived and/or presently live in that area and,
as time progresses, continue to be ever more
hopeful that Irma caused the eradication of
MAP from the Key Deer population. This
Newsletter contains a variety of topics that we
hope you find interesting. As always we greatly
thank you for your support!

WHEN KEY DEER WERE KINGS!

Submandibular edema in a Key deer doe that
tested positive for Johne’s disease.
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Every discussion of the history of Key Deer
invariably mentions Mr. Jack Watson, Key Deer
Refuge’s first manager when it was created in
1957. Mr. Watson is widely credited with saving
the deer from total extinction, and he oversaw
the Refuge until he finally retired in 1974. The
Key Deer population began to rebound under
his leadership and those that followed him,
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increasing an estimated 240% between 1971
and 2001, to around 470 individuals on Big Pine
and No Name Keys. Today, despite major deer
losses due to the screwworm epidemic,
subsequent hurricane Irma, and continued 100
or so deaths each year from car collisions, the
total number of Key Deer and their recruitment
are, we assume for lack of other information,
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has been rigorously checked for accuracy,
although we strived to have it corroborated by
more than one individual.
Back in the early 2000s, the interest in Key
Deer was quite high. There was a resident deer
biologist along with interns and other staff.
Funding for deer-related studies and activities
was, according to our sources, relatively easily
available if actively sought out. Due to the staff
size, calls reporting a deer in distress were
usually promptly answered (the interns were
used for this) and responded to. Local
veterinarians were contracted to perform
procedures when possible. There also was an
active effort at deer rehab although the success
rate was not very high. The reasons, according
to our sources, were multiple but one main one
was that the deer brought in were often victims
of automobile collisions and in very bad shape.

1993 Key deer Christmas ornament from
SOKD volunteer Wendy Kilheﬀer.

considered stable by the Refuge, and emphasis
is generally placed on other species and
environmental topics. It may thus come as a
surprise to some that as recently as the early
2000s the Key Deer were a very hot topic both
for research and Refuge management. We have
recently had a chance to discuss some of the
deer-related activities going on a decade or so
ago with several people who were directly
involved at the time. We thought, we’d share
some of their memories with our members.
Please understand that none of this information
SaveOurKeyDeer.org

Key deer doe at Homosassa Wildlife Park.

At one point the rehab expertise of an outside
facility was sought: the Ellie Schiler Homosassa
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Springs Wildlife State Park north of Tampa.
Among its various attractions, the Park cares for
and exhibits native animals that are unreleasable
to the wild, including a small herd of Key Deer.
One Key Deer sent there was a fawn with a
broken pelvis, which underwent many
procedures including water therapy, eventually
doing fine. Several other injured Key Deer
followed, and can still be seen there today.
Abandoned fawns were cared for by a Big Pine
local person under a general wildlife rehab
permit.
Several major projects were enacted during
those years. In 2002 the Florida Dept. of
Transportation completed modifications to US-1
on Big Pine Key to include deer/wildlife
exclusion fencing, two wildlife underpasses and
deer crossing guards at intersections. As was
documented in the following few years, the
number of automobile deer strikes decreased
drastically in the modified highway section.
Another deer project involved enhancing the
number of deer in small, isolated sub-herds
existing outside of Big Pine and No Name Keys
by translocating deer. During 2003-2005, 24
deer were translocated to Sugarloaf Key and 15
deer to Cudjoe Key. To acclimate them to their
new location, the deer were first kept in large
holding pens for 3-6 months. Despite street
rumors that most of the deer returned or tried to
return to their native islands, a study tracing the
translocated deer for 8 months post-release
found only two of the 39 had left their new
habitats. Other projects implemented were to
assure the availability of drinking water to the
deer and other wildlife. These included the
enlargement of natural water holes on Big Pine
SaveOurKeyDeer.org
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and the placement of rain catchment tanks in
several strategic areas.
Key Deer were the subjects of multiple research
studies, most commonly by researchers and
graduate students from Texas A & M University

and U. of Georgia. These included observations
of deer abundance on smaller outer islands, the
incidence of Johne’s disease in Key Deer,
mortality factors of Key Deer, comparisons of

Application of radio telemetry collar. Photo USFWS

different deer number survey methods, and
numerous radio collar tagging studies. By the
way, according to our sources, the capture of
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deer to install and remove the collars never
resulted in a capture myopathy casualty (a
condition sometimes presently cited as the
reason for not capturing and helping a mildly
injured or compromised deer). With the total
deer population in an observable uptrend,
worries about a potential overpopulation
condition began to surface, with such advanced
concepts as deer contraception being raised.
This was never advanced, however, for two
reasons: 1) there was the policy paradox that, on
the one hand, Key Deer are critically
endangered but at the same time there may be
too many of them; 2) Interest in the Key Deer
waned.
Around 2006-2007 the Key Deer fell out of
favor as the highlight animal. Instead, focus
shifted to the endangered Lower Keys Marsh
Rabbit and, by assumed association, the
elimination of feral cats. This shift was
supposedly more a local decision rather than a
directive coming from high-up federal or state
decision makers. According to our sources,
while feral cats were shown to indeed
negatively affect the survival of the endangered
Key Largo Wood Rat up north, their link to
affecting survival of the Marsh Rabbit was
never sufficiently proven. Regardless, the
trapping efforts resulted in 87 raccoons (which
were released) and only 3 cats. Eventually, the
trapping was discontinued, but the glory
spotlight on the deer never returned in its
previous intensity. Today, much of the research
literature on Key Deer generated in the early
2000s still represents the most up-to-date
studies. Considering the true uniqueness of the

SaveOurKeyDeer.org
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deer themselves as well as their environment,
we hope the interest they deserve soon returns.

TO NAME OR NOT TO NAME?
As you know from our past newsletters and
Facebook page, SOKD tends to name deer we
follow or discuss. We even had a naming
contest for the sole survivor fawn that outlived
Irma on Long Beach Rd. We occasionally get
sent criticism for this practice, claiming we
disrespect the wild nature of Key Deer and
enhance the damaging notion that they are
domesticated animals or pets. As is our nature,
we decided to do some scientific research on the
subject and found some interesting results.
There are indeed scholarly articles on the
subject – the main reason not related to your
friendly backyard deer, but to controversies
about naming laboratory research animals. The
anti-naming sentiment claims that allowing lab
technicians to name certain animals in their care
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can result in anthropomorphizing and a bias in
handling and care, and thus skew the research
results. The pro-naming sentiment argues that
animals that are named, and therefore seen as
individuals, may be tended more carefully,
making them less stressed. That's better for the
animals' welfare as well as for study, these
scientists say. A 2015 article in the prestigious
journal Science states that with the exception of
the millions of laboratory mice and rats, “a look
at many facilities suggests that most of the other
891,161 U.S. research animals—including
nonhuman primates, dogs, pigs, rabbits, cats,
and sheep—have proper names.” The article
continues: “The unofficial names rarely appear
in publications, except sometimes in field
studies of primates. But they're used daily.”
The naming trend seems to be strong in the truly
wild animal realm as well. Often, the purpose is
to bring public attention to a conservation
project, and to foster the public to learn about
and care more for the preservation of animals.
The World Wildlife Fund, for example,
sponsored 2 naming contests in 2010 for polar
bear females outfitted with radio tracking
collars in the high Arctic as part of a
circumpolar research effort. Similarly, a study of
the Common Cukoo in Britain used names for
the birds to engage the public and help fund the
project, which became extremely popular.
Closer to home, the famous ocean animal
tagging group “Ocearch” has tagged…and
named…a number of great white sharks off
Cape Cod that come down to Florida and the
Keys to spend their winter and spring months.
(“Miss Costa” (an annual Keys snowbird) at
1700+ lb was 20 miles from the Dry Tortugas
SaveOurKeyDeer.org
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on 3/19/19, and “Nova” at 1300 lb was roaming
around the Dry Tortugas on 3/8/2019.)
SOKD admittedly names Key Deer for the same
publicity and fostering animal awareness
reasons as the above examples. But we have

another, very practical reason that is echoed by
multiple researchers trying to keep track of
animals in the field: ease of ID. If we are trying
to trace the whereabouts or well-being of a
particular deer we could ask neighbors “Have
you seen the big buck that last year broke off his
left antler, and this year has 2 broken points and
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had that big infection on his right hind foot that
healed last year?” Or … we can simply ask”
Have you seen Broken Arrow?” since
everybody knows him as BA for 3 years now –
much easier.
And finally, let’s reverse the problem: what if
the deer already have their own names and we
just don’t know how to verbalize them? The
idea is not as crazy as it sounds, although todate science knows of only one animal besides
humans that uses “auditory labels” (i.e. vocally
expressed names) – the bottlenose dolphin.
Recent research has uncovered that the dolphins
develop their own unique identity signal – a
signature whistle (an audible “name” sound) –
that is then learned and mimicked by other
dolphins to call a particular dolphin! Dolphins
definitely talk a lot more than deer…but one
never knows! Here’s a link to the fascinating
scientific article on dolphin “vocal labels”:
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1304459110

DEER AND THEIR GLANDS
OK, so perhaps Key Deer don’t verbalize their
proper names, but boy – do they have ways to
make their presence known! Welcome to the
world of deer scent glands!
We first became concerned/interested when
many months ago we watched old “Broken
Arrow” (for those of you that read the last story)
urinate all over his hind legs that he had bent
inward. BA has had 2 hoof infections since we
have known him (and managed to beat them!!)
but we figured perhaps the aftermaths of those
episodes sometimes makes him unable to
normally extend his legs to the sides. “Poor old
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BA, has to pee all over his legs in his old age.”
Then, a few months ago we witnessed a doe
doing the same thing … but she was rubbing her
legs together while doing it! Urine was spraying
everywhere! (Out of respect for the lady deer,
we refrain from revealing her “auditory label”.)
Then “2+4”, a very healthy male, was peeing all
over himself in front of the doe ladies!
HUH???!!
As usual, research revealed the answers: Turns
out deer are loaded with glands that have very
specific communication purposes. Most of them
are unidentifiable to humans, but a few can be
smelled quite pungently, and deer enhance them
with urine. Here’s your Key Deer gland primer:
1) Tarsal Gland – on the inner surface of
hind leg. This is a patch of extra-bristly
hairs, each growing out of its own fat
pad based below the skin. The fat pads
secrete an oily substance that coats the
hairs. Tarsal gland hair is stained
noticeably darker than the rest of the
inner leg. The tarsal is often black on
rutting bucks. A whitetail’s tarsal gland
can be considered its resumé or bio. The
scent indicates a deer’s sex, health and
dominance status within the herd. Bucks
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are famous for urinating over their
tarsals and rubbing them together during
the rut as an advertisement of their
dominance to other bucks and virility to
local does. Special bacteria strengthen
the tarsal “brew,” and sometimes it’s so
strong that even a human can smell it
from some distance. Whitetails -- does,
fawns, little bucks and big bucks alike -urinate on and rub their tarsals.
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dominant it is. Does’ interdigital gland
secretions can tell a male she is ready to
breed; that’s when you see bucks birddogging, nose to the ground. Interdigital
scent also reveals how old the track is,
and even which way the deer is
traveling. So much info revealed, and
humans just complain that a person’s
feet smell…

4) Preputial Gland: in a buck’s penile
sheath. Increases functionality during
the breeding process. That’s all you
need to know.

5) Preorbital Gland: A slit immediately
ahead of each eye, it may serve dual
purposes. Research shows that
ungulates beyond whitetails use
preorbital secretions to leave scent
markings and communicate.

6) Forehead Gland: You can’t see the

2) Metatarsal Gland: A puff of white hair
with a darker center just above the hoof
and projecting rearward. Metatarsals
don’t appear to be as hardworking as
tarsals, as metatarsals don’t emit scent.
Some researchers believe metatarsals
serve a thermoregulatory purpose,
helping the animal measure cold
conditions and manage biological
reactions. We have had multiple people
ask us if this is a wound - it is not.
3) Interdigital Gland: A sparsely haired
sac, found on all four hooves of a deer
and secreting a dingy yellowish fluid to
the ground.The interdigital gland is a
deer’s calling card. Odor is left in the
deer’s track, allowing other deer to know
an animal was in the area, whether it was
a buck or doe, and, if a buck, how big or
SaveOurKeyDeer.org

forehead gland, but you can see what it
produces on rutting bucks, some of
which sport black forehead patches,
others brown or even reddish ones.
When a buck rubs its antlers and
forehead glands on shrubs, trees,
fenceposts or anything else, it is
embedding its signature.
7) Nasal Gland: You can’t see the nasal
glands themselves, but you can see the
result — a deer’s moist, shiny, welllubricated nose. Nasal glands keep a
whitetail’s nose in a moistened state with
a coat of mucus film that captures scent
molecules. Nasal glands are one reason
whitetails have such an acute sense of
smell – a sense they will trust
independent of all others.
8) Salivary Gland: Produces saliva, just
like our own gland.
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KEY DEER LAWN SERVICES
Most of us have
heard of the
trendy use of
goats to clear
unwanted shrubs
and do other
landscaping
chores.
Businesses with
names like “Werent-goats.com”
and “Goatscape”
have sprung-up
around the
country. Our
latest
experiences here
in the Keys
suggest the deer
provide this
service for free!
One of our
board members
installed some
new landscaping
four months ago,
including some pretty large areas of sod. Since
then, the grass has not been mowed once, since
the visiting deer have fully assumed that
responsibility! And they work with extreme
precision, with very even grass blade lengths
throughout. They prefer Empire grass, but
Bermuda is a close second. Considering the
deer’s cuteness factor definitely tops that of
goats, we see a hot business opportunity…
(Kidding!)
SaveOurKeyDeer.org
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